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the series of 286 medals issued in 1702 to 
document events in the life of Louis XIV had 
an enormous impact on the development of the 
medium, establishing the struck medal of small 
module as the standard and setting a precedent 
for national medals promoting governmental 
activites as dominant over personal medals 
celebrating individuals. The series was explic-
itly inspired by what numismatists of the day 
referred to as the Historia Augusta, the series 
of issues of gold solidus, silver denarius, and 
especially bronze sestertius coins of the irst 
twelve Roman emperors (ig. 1).1 A noteworthy 
precedent for this emulation was the series of 
medals made for Cosimo de’ Medici in the mid 
sixteenth century, struck pieces inspired by 
coins in the duke’s numismatic cabinet.2

Scholars of the seventeenth century some-
times understood the Roman pieces accurately 
as circulating coinage and sometimes consid-
ered them erroneously as constituting a strictly 
commemorative series equivalent to contempo-
rary medals. In either case, they viewed them 
as representing a conscious attempt to leave to 
posterity a physical record of the glories of that 
age, one well worth emulating for the current 
reign, viewed as a the inevitable successor to 
the Pax Romana of the irst century.3 The tech-
nology and economics of the day precluded 
following the Roman example of high relief 
and multiple reverse types for the circulating 
coinage, and in the end similar considerations 
forced those in charge of the medallic series to 
reduce the size of each piece to one barely larger 
than the Roman sestertius and to standardise 
the obverse portraits and reverse formats. 

In sixteenth-century France there was a sharp 
distinction between coins and medals. Coins 
were in low relief, with either a proile bust or 
a cross on the obverse and usually a heraldic 
image on the reverse. With the exception of an 
experiment in machine milling in the middle of 
the century, coins were hammer struck. Medals 
were frequently large, cast bronze pieces, but 
by the end of the century, the Paris mint had 

several screw presses capable of striking medals 
ifty millimetres in diameter and of reasonably 
high relief. At the beginning of the seventeenth 
century a separate mint for striking medals 
was set up within the Louvre, across the newly 
constructed Pont Neuf from the coin mint on 
the Left Bank.4

In 1602, following the dispersal of the 
numismatic collection brought to Fontaine-
bleau by Catherine de’ Medici, Henri IV gave 
the mission of reconstituting a royal collection 
of antiquities and coins to a Provençal special-
ist in ancient numismatics, Antoine de Rascas, 
sieur de Bagaris. In 1608 Rascas published a 
manifesto on the necessity of re-establishing 
the usage of ‘Médailles dans les Monnoyes’.5 
In this, he called for the return to the ancient 
practice of creating a tangible histoire auguste 
through the issue of ‘médailles-monnaies’, that 
is, coins that would carry images illustrating 
the glories of Henri’s reign, as ancient coins 
had celebrated the achievements of the Roman 
emperors. Henri instructed Rascas to write a 
history of his reign in which he would indicate 
the appropriate events to be celebrated on 
medals, to suggest designs for them based on 
ancient prototypes, and to come up with occa-
sions on which to issue such pieces; however, 
the king stopped well short of encouraging the 
redesign of the circulating coinage along these 
lines. Following the assassination of Henri 
two years later, Rascas published an enlarged 
version of his treatise, but, inding no favour in 
the court of Louis XIII, returned to Provence, 
where the principal achievement of the remain-
ing ten years of his life would be the training 
of Nicolas-Claude de Peiresc, one of the great 
numismatists of the next generation.

The medal created by Guillaume Dupré in 
1603 to celebrate the birth of Henri IV’s heir is 
typical of those of the age in being cast privately 
at the artist’s initiative and, at 67.5 millimetres, 
being about twice the module and higher in 
relief than ancient sestertii (ig. 2). Its obverse 
style is modern in the dress of the royal couple, 
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though the use of jugate busts for a married 
couple had classical antecedents. The reverse 
legend and general disposition are based on 
that of an ancient coin celebrating the marriage 
of the emperor Caracalla and Plautilla (ig. 3), 
but on the French medal the royal couple are 
garbed as classical deities while on the Roman 
coin they appear in contemporary dress. On the 
medal the image of the child standing between 
the couple and the eagle descending with a 
crown are additions to the ancient prototype, as 
is the date in the exergue, which is rendered in 
Arabic numerals.

The royal medals of France in the succeed-
ing decades were mainly in the tradition of the 
cast medal of large size that had dominated 
the medium since Pisanello, while the coinage 
remained utilitarian. Royal medals were rarely 
issued during the reign of Louis XIII, who 
wrote to his brother Gaston, duc d’Orleans, that 
he had little interest in antiquities, and there is 
no evidence of any systematic attempt to use 
them for the celebration of royal achievements. 
Gaston, on the other hand, was an avid coin 
collector, and in 1660 bequeathed his collection 
to his nephew Louis XIV, who made it the basis 
of the Cabinet des Médailles at the Louvre.6 

The next year the numismatic situation in 
France changed abruptly with assumption of 
personal rule by Louis XIV upon the death 
of Cardinal Mazarin and his appointment of 
Jean-Baptiste Colbert as Minister of State and 
Superintendent of Buildings. In 1661 Charles 
Patin, an eminent numismatist, wrote to the 
king advising him to look to ‘médailles,’ espe-
cially ancient ones as a medium for promulgat-
ing his image.7 By comparing ancient coins with 
contemporary medals, he was implicitly accept-
ing the proposition that the Roman high-relief 
pieces with portraits and historical references 
were commemorative rather than monetary in 
nature, perpetuating a controversy that went 
back a century to the debate between Enea Vico 
and Sebastiano Erizzo.8 The following year, 
Colbert wrote to Jean Chapelain, a poet who 

had been one of the founding members of the 
Académie Française in 1635, proposing to bring 
together a group of scholars of classical antiq-
uity to devise a program to glorify the king with 
the issue of medals, poetry and history. Chape-
lain responded enthusiastically, noting that 
one could make such medals either ‘à l’antique’ 
or ‘à la moderne.’ Chapelain explained that 
ancient examples had on the reverse a igure 
representing an action or an event, sometimes 
with a word or two, but serious and without 
‘jeux d’esprit’, while modern medals had on the 
reverse a devise, which had both body and spirit, 
a ‘gentillesse’ introduced in Europe within the 
past two centuries. Chapelain proposed leaving 
the choice between such approaches to the 
king.9 

The most concrete result of Colbert’s initiative 
was the creation in 1663 of the Petite Académie, 
to advise the minister on Latin devices on 
monuments and medals and on the decorative 
iconography of palaces and the mythological 
themes of ballets and court festivities. Chape-
lain was among its ive members in the irst 
decade; the others were literary igures, includ-
ing Charles Perrault who served as its secre-
tary. The numismatist Patin was not included 
in the group and soon left France in exile. No 
other expert on ancient coins appeared in the 
academy, though the royal historian and poet 
François Charpentier, considered a modernist 
for his advocacy of French rather than Latin 
inscriptions on an Arc de Triomphe, also had a 
reputation as an antiquary.10 The close involve-
ment of Colbert in this academy can be seen in 
the fact that its meetings were held in his home, 
the former Palais Mazarin, to which the royal 
Cabinet des Médailles was transferred a few 
years later. 

During its irst two decades, the Petite 
Académie was responsible for the issue of thirty-
seven medals celebrating events of Louis’s reign. 
Typical of these was the one which Jean Warin, 
director of the medals mint at the Louvre, 
made to celebrate the conquest of the Franche 

1. Sestertius of Nero, AD64, 

bronze, 37mm.,  

British Museum.
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2. Dupré: Henri IV, Marie 

de’ Medici and the Dauphin, 

1603, silver gilt, 67.5 mm, 

British Museum.

Comté in 1668 during the War of Devolution 
(ig. 4). Struck in silver from dies engraved by 
Warin, the medal is ‘modern’ in the depiction 
of Louis on the obverse with a wig and modern 
attire (derived as it was from ancient armour) 
and the speciication of the date on the reverse 
with Arabic numerals, but it also has ‘ancient’ 
elements on the reverse such as the appearance 
of a classical deity and the use of an exergue 
line. Its strongest evocations of sestertii are its 
size of ifty millimetres and the fact that it was 
struck rather than cast. The event commemo-
rated on this medal was a signal one in the 
history of the kingdom and creation of the royal 
image: as a result of the victories of the War of 
Devolution (1667-68) the king took on the sobri-
quet Louis le Grand. In 1672 the meetings of 
the Petite Académie moved to the Louvre, and it 
may have been then that its name was changed 
to the Académie des Médailles.11 

The next period of signiicance for the royal 
numismatic collection and the production of 
medals, and for the kingdom as a whole, was 
dominated by the move of the court from the 
Louvre to Versailles. In 1684 the royal numis-
matic collection was transferred to the new 
palace, where its cabinets were placed next to 
the royal apartments, so that the king could 
look at their contents at his leisure.12 Louis also 
appointed a team of numismatists to catalogue 
the ancient coins and is reported to have come 
by every day during their installation.13 In later 
years he continued to visit the collection, which 
had grown to over twenty thousand coins, daily 
after mass.14 The royal numismatic collection 
was entrusted to Pierrre Rainssant from 1684 to 
1689 and to Marc-Antoine Oudinet from 1689 to 
1712. Jean Foy-Vaillant, the most active scholar 
of ancient coinage of the age, was not given a 

chair in the Académie des Médailles until 1701, 
ifteen years later, in spite of his involvement 
in acquiring coins and medals for the king and 
cataloguing the royal collection.15 

It was in this period, forty years into the 
reign of Louis, that the academy began to take a 
more systematic approach to the production of 
royal medals. Colbert’s successor, the marquis 
of Louvois, charged Claude Molinet, librarian 
of Sainte-Geneviève, with the production of a 
complete inventory of modern medals in the 
royal collection. The impetus for this may have 
been the listing of medals of the reign published 
independently by the outsider Claude-François 
Ménestrier in 1689. At the death of Louvois in 
1691, the king gave responsibility over all the 
academies to the Comte de Pontchartrain, who 
passed the Académie des Médailles on to his 
son, who changed its name to the Académie 
des Inscriptions. The young Pontchartrain then 
gave responsibility for the medals programme to 
his cousin, the Abbot Jean-Paul Bignon, whose 
uncle Thierry Bignon belonged to a numismatic 
society that met weekly at the home of the duc 
d’Aumont and later at his own town house. It 
was Bignon who would direct the project that 
led to the production of the series of medals 
widely known as the Histoire métallique de 

Louis le Grand.
In 1692 the Academy set out to issue ‘Les 

médailles de la grande histoire’, a uniform 
series of bronze medals seventy millimetres 
in diameter (about twice the size of a Roman 
sestertius) illustrating the major events of the 
reign up to 1678; it was soon decided to bring 
the series up to the current year. The playwright 
Jean Racine, a member of the Académie des 
Médailles since 1683, was asked to write up 
a list of signiicant events and to signal those 
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3. Aureus of Plautilla,  

AD202-05, gold, 20mm., 

British Museum.

that had not yet been commemorated in a 
medal; he came up with thirty-nine new 
subjects for medals.16 A companion book was 
also undertaken, for which four plates were 
engraved as an essay for the approval of the 
academy. The version of the medal for the 
1668 capture of the Franche Comté in this 
1692 series, engraved by Joseph Roettiers, 
differs from Warin’s earlier version not only 
in its larger diameter, but in the representa-
tion of the king on the obverse wigless (as he 
almost never was in life) and in Roman garb 
(ig. 5). However, these classicising aspects are 
balanced by the identiication of Louis as rex 

christianissimus (Most Christian king), not 
only a distinction from the pagan Romans 
but also a claim of universal rule. A distinct 
break from the past is the use of the letter U 
rather than V in the Latin legend. The reverse 
follows the earlier Warin medal very closely, 
including the use of V rather than U in the 
exergal legend. 

Roettiers, one of eleven engravers who 
contributed to the medallic series of 1692, was 
among the few engravers at the Monnaie des 
Médailles who also engraved dies for coins 
at the royal mint on the Left Bank. He is 
documented as having produced dies for 130 
medals, mostly of the seventy-millimetre size; 
his standard fee was one thousand livres for 
the engraving of a punch (poinçon) and a die 
(carré).17 The usual procedure at the time was 
for the engraver to carve images in relief in a 
softened (annealed) steel punch or hub, which 
was then tempered to harden it and impressed 
in intaglio into an annealed die, which would 
then be tempered and used to strike the actual 
medals. Generally letters and small devices 
were engraved into the dies using separate 

punches that were part of the personal tool kit 
of the engraver.18

In January of 1695, as the series was just 
getting underway, the king’s representa-
tive Bignon made a surprise announcement 
that effectively scuttled the undertaking. He 
showed the members of the Academy a sheet 
of designs for medals drawn up secretly by the 
painter Antoine Coypel on instructions from 
Bignon’s uncle, the First Minister Pontchar-
train. Not only were these not the work of the 
Academy, but they were forty-one milllimetres 
in diameter, which was then decreed to be the 
size at which all medals of a new series would 
have to be struck. The new medals were to be 
chiely in bronze, with only occasional strikes 
in silver and gold. In addition to the 130 medals 
that Roettiers had produced in the large size, 
his colleague Michel Molart had made dies for 
large size medals for about one hundred events 
dated from 1638 to 1697, and as many as nine 
other engravers had contributed to the large size 
series.19

The members of the Academy were not 
offered an explanation for this radical change 
in their programme, but it can probably be 
traced to the economic circumstances of the 
kingdom and of the medallic enterprise itself. 
Unlike the earlier triumphs, the wars of the end 
of the seventeenth century were inconclusive 
and left the state’s treasury deeply in debt, as 
did the increasingly elaborate construction and 
furnishing of Versailles.20 One of the principal 
purposes of the medallic series was to serve 
as diplomatic gifts: in the decade following 
its completion, at least twenty-two sets were 
distributed to envoys from European principali-
ties with a lavish accompanying folio volume, 
sumptuously bound and printed, in which 

4. Warin: Louis XIV / 

Conquest of the Franche 

Comté, 1668, silver, 50mm., 

British Museum.
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5. Roettiers: Louis 

XIV / Conquest of the 

Franche Comté in 1668, 

1692, bronze, 70mm. 

(Photo: Fritz Rudolf 

Künker GmbH & Co. 

KG, Osnabrück, and 

Lübke & Wiedemann, 

Stuttgart)

an engraving and description of each medal 
received its own large page. These were not 
all complete sets and not all made of the same 
metal, but the presentation to the papal nunzio 
in 1705 of a set including eighty-six strikings in 
gold and 195 in silver with a value of 12,065 
livres indicates how expensive such a gift could 
be. Had these medals been struck at a diameter 
of seventy rather than forty-one milimetres, the 
surface area would have been more than three 
times as large and hence the metal used would 
have cost that much more.21

Another saving achieved by the reduction of 
the module for the medals in the series was in 
the die engraving. In a letter of 1703, Bignon 
explained to his patron Pontchartrain the costs 
of the production of the series. 22 He noted that 
each medal needed two dies and that most dies 
needed a custom punch, all of which broke 
often, either in the tempering or in the striking. 
In passing, he noted that the modern method 
of striking had an advantage over the ancient, 
in that they could get hundreds of medals 
from each die while the Romans had been able 
to strike only a single piece from each die – a 
mistaken inference apparently based on the 
observation that different specimens of a single 
ancient coin issue were recognised as having 
come from distinct dies. Bignon boasted that to 
produce the series of small module medals he 
had negotiated a contract with Jean Mauger to 
engrave by himself, or with his workshop, 250 
of the dies for a fee of 150 livres each, compared 
to the fees ranging from 250 to 400 livres that 
the other engravers were getting for each of the 
small dies and the 500 to 1,000 that they had 
received for the larger ones. Moreover, instead 
of each engraver receiving his fee upon deliver-
ing the die, Mauger agreed to be paid only for 

those dies that lasted twelve strikings without 
breaking. It is likely that Mauger agreed to this 
condition because the more compact forty-one 
millimetre dies were less likely to break early in 
use than the larger ones.

Upon the announcement of the change in 
diameter by Bignon, the Academy undertook 
the reformulation of all of its planned medals, 
to adapt them to the new module; it also decided 
to standardise such features as the presence of 
the name and date of the event in the reverse 
exergue. A new list of events to be commemo-
rated was established, going up to the year 
1699. Each member charged with composing 
the reverse device for a particular event had to 
defend in a presentation to his fellow members 
the appropriateness of the classical imagery 
he proposed. Of the more than three hundred 
devices reviewed, a total of 286 were eventually 
struck in the new series. The Academy reviewed 
twelve royal portraits made in the course of 
Louis’ reign and narrowed the ield down to 
eight progressively ageing images, which were 
then drawn by Coypel and engraved by Mauger, 
who supervised the striking of the whole series. 
It was originally proposed that the obverse 
legends would change from a normal format 
giving regnal titles to ludovicus magnus 

rex christianissimus (Louis the Great, most 
Christian king) for medals commemorating 
events after the War of Devolution, when the 
king adopted that epithet, but after debate it 
was decided that the legends for the early years 
would be the same but without the magnus.23 

The medal in the forty-one millimetre series 
for the conquest of the Franche Comté, with 
both dies engraved by Mauger, follows the 
general composition of its two predecessors 
and, like them, mixes ancient and modern 
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6. Mauger: Louis XIV / 

Conquest of the Franche 

Comté in 1668, 1702, 

bronze, 41mm.,  

British Museum.

elements (ig. 6).24 The obverse portrait of the 
king, though bewigged, has a truncation of 
the bust in the classical style; the legend uses 
U rather than V, but the artist’s signature uses 
V. On the reverse the circular legend has been 
shortened, dropping the word incredibilis 
from the earlier victoriæ celeritas incredibi-

lis (Incredible speed of victory). In the exergue 
the conquered territory is identiied by its 
Roman name, ‘Provincia Sequanorum’, rather 
than as the Burgundian County, the speciica-
tion of the ten days for the victory is expanded, 
and the year is given in Roman numerals. 
While it is clear that ancient prototypes were 
in the minds of the members of the Academy, 
the designer and the engraver, there was no real 
attempt to make the medals of this series more 
or less consistently classicising than those of the 
preceding two versions.

A new impetus for the completion of the 
project was given by the announcement in 
one of the meetings of the Academy in 1699 
that Ménestrier had issued a new edition of 
his medallic history. Pontchartrain responded 
to this challenge by getting the king to forbid 
Ménestrier to give his book the title Histoire de 

Louis le Grand par les médailles, or to illustrate 
pieces struck from the Academy’s designs.25 

Finally, in 1702 the entire series was ready 
for issue, and with it a deluxe volume entitled 
Médailles sur les principaux evénéments du règne 

de Louis le Grand, illustrating and explaining 
each of the pieces. The book was the only oficial 
history of the reign to be published during the 
king’s lifetime, and its issue had been consid-
ered integral to the medallic project since the 
outset.26 In the folio volume, the medals were 
illustrated at seventy-two millimetres; it appears 
that the engravings for these illustrations were 

made before the reduced size drawings were 
approved, as illustrated in the case of the medal 
commemorating the 1663 renewal of the Swiss 
alliance (no. 76), which includes nine witnesses 
rather than the three that appear on the medals 
of the forty-one millimetre series.27

This folio volume included a preface by the 
Academy’s secretary, Abbé Tallemant, explain-
ing the theory behind the composition of the 
medals. Tallemant begins the preface with an 
introduction to ancient coins and medals, in 
which he considers coins with reverses remain-
ing unchanged over time, including most Greek 
issues, some issues of the Roman Republic, and a 
few early imperial coins with the names of mint 
oficials on the reverse; to these he contrasts the 
imperial bronze issues of the Historia Augusta, 
which he considers commemorative medals – 
the dispute between Vico and Erizzo was still 
alive at the dawn of the eighteenth century. 
Much of Tallemant’s preface, however, centres 
on a more contemporary dispute, the quarrel 
between the ancients and the moderns. 

In his illustrative comparison of the differ-
ence in taste of the ancients and the moderns, 
Tallemant analyses a medal of Diane de Poitiers, 
lover of king Henri II in the middle of the 
sixteenth century (ig. 7).28 Whilst he considers 
the general idea of representing the modern 
Diana as the goddess of the same name, who 
conquered Cupid, to be among the ive or six 
best modern medals, he faults the reverse 
legend, which translates ‘I have conquered the 
conqueror of the world’, as lacking in gravity, 
presumably because it is written in the irst 
person, and as being more appropriate for a 
devise or emblem than for a medallic legend. He 
also considers the physical subjugation of Cupid 
to be overly literal and in poor taste, given that 
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7. Attributed to Philippe 

Danfrie: Diane de Poitiers, 

early 17th century, silver, 

52mm., British Museum.

the conquered god represents the king. 
The folio edition of the Médailles sur les 

principaux evénéments du règne de Louis le 

Grand was issued with the medals in 1702, but 
apparently early in the print run Tallemant’s 
preface was suppressed, as it is lacking in most 
extant copies. The suppression is usually seen 
as coming from royal direction, but various 
reasons for it have been advanced. Some 
accounts say the preface gave the Academy too 
much credit, while others accuse it of being too 
lattering to the king or for containing too many 
historical errors.29

Publication of the folio book without the 
preface continued, joined by a less lavish quarto 
edition, but so many mistakes were found 
in both editions and in the medals that the 
Academy spend the next twenty years revising 
the medals and the book in which they were 
presented. In the end, a second edition of the 
Médailles appeared in 1723, eight years after 
the death of the king. In the meantime, both 
the size and the scope of the Academy had been 
enlarged, and in 1716 its name was changed to 
the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres 
and the composition of medallic legends and 
devices was relegated to a minor role in its 
concerns.30

After a long, complicated and contentious 
process, the Académie des Médailles fulilled 
its goal of emulating the coinage of the Roman 
emperors by producing a series of medals 
celebrating events in the reign of Louis XIV 
that were royal in theme, classical in style, and 
struck in a small module. This format would 
be followed in France through the Napoleonic 
period, and became a dominant paradigm for 
the national medals of other countries until 
well into the nineteenth century. 
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